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✔ 1. It is a big company. It is __________________________of its kind. 
2. It is an expensive car. It is _______________________car I have ever owned. 
3. It is a complicated problem. It is _____________________problem I have ever 
faced. 
4. He is a reliable employee. He is ____________________employee we ever had.
5. It was a difficult decision. It was _________________decision she has ever made.
6. It is an easy job. It is job ______________________in the factory. 
7. He is a careful driver. He is ________________________driver I know. 

✔ 1. Which is the (long) ______________________river in the world ? 
2. The (hot) ______________________country I've been to is Greece. 
3. This exercise is the (easy) ______________________in the whole book. 
4. The river Severn is the (long) ___________________________river in Britain. 
5. This is the (difficult) _______________________exercise in the book. 
6. China and India have the (important)__________________ populations in the world.
7. Baseball's the (popular) _____________________________sport in America. 
8. What's the (exciting) ______________________________film you've ever seen?
9. My sister is the (kind) ________________________________person I know. 
10. This party will be the (big) ______________________________in his life. 

✔ 1. This place is (bad) ____________________________in the world. 
2. It's (boring) ________________________________film I've watched. 
3. It's (dangerous) _____________________________city I've visited. 
4. She's (pretty)__________________________________ girl I've met. 
5. It's (sad) _____________________________________film of the year. 
7. It's (funny)___________________________________ joke I've heard! 
8. It's (good) __________________________________salmon I've eaten. 
9. It's (expensive) _____________________________jacket I've bought. 
10. It's (bad)__________________________________ match I've seen. 

✔ 1. This man has (long)___________________________ moustache in the world. 
2. He is (tall) __________________________________man in the world. 
3. She is (slim) _____________________________________woman in the world. 
4. This woman is (stupid) ____________________________woman in the world. 
5. (Bad) _____________________________mark Brian has ever had is 0/20. 
6. He has (big) ___________________________number of straws in his mouth. 
7. (Cold) _______________________________________place on earth is here. 
8. The London tube is (old) __________________________underground in the world.
9. You are (nice)________________________ person I have never met.
10. Elephants are (strong)___________________ animals on earth.


